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INTRODUCTION LTHOUGH optimization methods do not completely
eliminate trial and error, they provide the basis for synthesis procedures most suitable for computeraided system design [l ] , [2] . One of the obstacles preventing a wider use of these methods in the design of realistic engineering systems is that deterministic optimization theory requires precisely known mathematical models. Since every engineering system has at least several parameters whose values are either unknown or known only to be in some domains, there is motivation to enlarge the optimization theory to include models with this degree of uncertainty. This problem may be attacked either from a statistical point of view, for example, by assigning probability distributions to uncertain parameters [3], or by the sensitivity approach [4] - [12] . In order to place the method presented in this paper in perspective, some sensitivity methods will be briefly reviewed.
A common feature in the sensitivity methods [4] is the assumption that the mathematical model of the system contains parameters which are uncertain but lie in a given domain D. A functional depending on the unknown parameters is used as a basis for forming a performance index. Let 3 = gb, 4 4, t), Y@o) = y o (1) be the mathematical model of the system (also called the "plant"), where y , u, 4, and t denote the sdimensional state vector, the mdimensional control vector, the unknown rdimensional plant parameter vector, and time, respectively. The dot over y denotes differentiation with respect to time, and g is an s-vector valued function of y, u, 4, and t.
As a preliminary to the formulation of a performance index, a functional 
is formed where G and W are given scalar functions, u is unconstrained, to and t, are fixed, and y f = y(t,) is free. It is assumed that the design goal is to make J small in some sense. If yo and q are precisely known, J in (2) may be regarded as a performance index which is to be minimized with respect to u. This is the classical optimal control problem [ 13, [2] . If yo and/or q are unknown, there are several ways of formulating a design objective based on the functional (2).
In the minimax approach [5], [6] the optimal control is defined as the one which minimizes the maximum of J with respect to yo and q. A less pessimistic way is the recently proposed method of performance segments [7] . Finally, in the most ambitious approach, it is desired to obtain a control u such that J is minimized with respect to u, regardless of the value of yo and q in the prescribed domain D. Such a control is defined as optimally adaptive. For any value of yo, q E D the optimally adaptive control yields a value of J which is equal to that obtained by minimizing J with respect to u, assuming that yo and q are known.
The optimally adaptive control as a design objective was first proposed by Werner and Cruz
[8], [9] .
Since its synthesis and implementation may be very complex, practical approximations are needed. The neighboring optimal control of Breakwell and Bryson [ 101 and Kelley [ 111, [ 121 may be interpreted as a first-order approximation of a control optimally adaptive with respect to uncertainties in initial conditions. The neighboring optimum control minimizes the second variation of J and makes the value of J close to the optimal one in some neighborhood of a "nominal" initial condition. This control may be called optimally sensitive with respect to initial conditions. Kelley suggests that this result can be extended to the case when plant parameter vector q is uncertain by appending the equation cj=O to the state equation (1) . However, he does not examine the effects of the augmentation of the state on the synthesis of state feedback controllers. This synthesis problem is discussed by Werner and Cruz [8], [9] , who have presented a procedure for obtaining the optimally adaptive feedback control in the cases when the Taylor series of J in yo, q can be used as a performance index. As a practical matter the series has to be truncated. In the method of Werner and Cruz [8], [9] the control may be generated by a state feedback controller with a predetermined structure. In the multipoint design method [6], [13] optimally adaptive control is achieved at several points in the domain D.
This paper reexamines and uniiies the methods for firstorder approximation of the optimally adaptive control. Uncertainty is assumed in both initial conditions and plant parameters. The paper extends the results of Breakwell and of optimal controls minimizing (2) for different yo, q E D.
Similarly y(t, yo, q) denotes the parametric family of optimal trajectories corresponding to u(t, yo, 4) . It is assumed that the appropriate smoothness of g, G, and W in (1) and (2) guarantees that u(t, yo, q) and y(t, yo, q) are differentiable with respect to yo and q at a "nominal" point yo*, q*. The problem is to synthesize a linear feedback controller u'=L(jj) capable of generating the control u' which matches the optimally adaptive control u to first order in Ayo=yo-yO*, Aq=q-q*:
where u* = u(t, yo*, q*) is the "nominal" optimal control, and o and y are the optimal control sensitivity matrices [4] whose elements are the sensitivity functions evaluated at yo = yo*, q = q*. The control u' is referred to as the optimally sensitive control since it tends to track the new optimum for J whenever there is a variation Ayo, Aq.
In order to find the structures of controllers generating optimally sensitive controls u' for different types of uncertainties, relation (4) is analyzed along with the analogous relation for the trajectory j j :
where y* = y(t, yo*, q*) is the "nominal" optimal trajectory and and 0 are the optimal state sensitivity matrices whose elements are the sensitivity functions evaluated at yo =yo*, q=q*. It is assumed that all com-ponents of y" are accessible for direct measurement and that u* and y* are known functions of time which can be generated as open-loop signals.
The special case when only the initial condition yo is uncertain is considered first. Letting Aq=O and eliminating Ayo from (4) and (5), the analytic form all t E [to, t,] . The system with the controller (6) is depicted in Fig. 1 . Since the plant (1) is controlled by ti which is the first-order approximation (4) of the optimally adaptive control u for Aq = 0, the system in Fig. 1 is optimally sensitive with respect to the variations Ayo of the initial condition yo. The controller (6) was derived in [lo] where it was shown that ti-u* minimizes the second variation of the functional J.
Moreover, using a result of [8], [9] , it can be shown that the performance with the controller (6), as well as with the controllers derived in this paper, matches the performance of an optimally adaptive system to the third variation of J.
In this paper the general case is considered when both the initial condition yo and the plant parameter q are uncertain. The elimination of Ayo from (4) and (5) The system with the controller (7) is shown in Fig. 2 . Equation (7) and Fig. 2 reveal the additional difficulty due to the plant parameter uncertainty. The controller (7) is no longer a state feedback controller since by assumption the plant parameter q is not accessible for direct measurement. In order to get the signal for closing the feedback loop a means for obtaining Aq from the measurement of the state y" must be found. The difficulty of this problem depends on the dimensionality r of the uncertain vector q and on the presence of measurement noise. When T > s and when the noise cannot be neglected, the problem may require the2pplica-tion of estimation theory The system with controller (8), Fig. 3 , may be considered as a feedback system since Ayo can be obtained at the beginning of the system operation, y"(tz)-y*(t,+)zAyo. In the special case when there is no uncertainty in the initial condition, Ayo = 0, (8) reduces to u" -u* = y g -y j j -y * )
(9)
and the system in Fig. 3 reduces to the system in Fig. 4 .
With ( +---+Ly. 4, the synthesis of optimally sensitive systems is reduced to the determination of optimally sensitive matrices. In subsequent sections the computation of these matrices and the final synthesis of optimally sensitive systems will be discussed. Then the matrices w, y, i, and 0 will be obtained by parti- 
SENSITIVITY EQUATIONS

W3) W X H ) W3)
4 = f x t + f u v (19) t] = -H,,t -fA -Huxv (20) 0 = H L ( + fiq + H,v.
(21)
In view of the definitions for 5, v, and t], the "nominal" optimal functions u*, x*, and p*, which are the solution of and eliminating 4, q, and from (23), (24), (27), and (28), a matrix Riccati differential equation is obtained :
(29)
The matrix P(t) must satisfy the end condition (26):
The matrices S, Q, and K,,, are positive definite by assumption, and P(t) is the positive definite solution of (29) and (29a).
Once the matrix P(t) is found, the substitution of (27) into (23) allows the matrix < to be obtained as the solution to the Cauchy problem for the optimal state sensitivity equation:
With the matrix P and the optimal state sensitivity matrix < known, the optimal control sensitivity matrix v can be evaluated from (22) and (27) :
The complete set of equations (29) and partitioning the symmetric matrix P where P,, P,, and P4 are s x s, s x r, and r x r matrices, respectively, the following two matrix equations are obtained : Q z = HY,,HY;"H& -Hiq
The end conditions P,(rf) and P,(t,-) in (32) and (33) are easily seen from (2), (12), and (29a). The partitioning of (31) gives
The controller (6), Fig. 1 , is synthesized directly from (34) :
The system with the controller (36) is depicted in Fig. 5 . Thus, for the synthesis (36), Fig. 5 , of the system optimally sensitive with respect to the initial condition yo, it suffices to solve the Riccati equation (32). The sensitivity matrix need not be inverted, nor even computed. For this special case, therefore, the most straightforward synthesis is possible. In the general case when both the initial condition yo and the plant parameter q are uncertain the substitution of (34) and (35) into (7) gives
+ H,'@Pz -H&)Aq and the detailed form of the system in Fig. 2 is presented in Fig. 6 . If Aq were known or accessible for measurement the system in Fig. 6 would be the h a 1 form of an optimally sensitive system. The only additional condition introduced by the plant parameter variation problem is the linear equation (33). Once P, is known this equation is easily solved for P,.
However, by the statement of the problem, Aq is assumed unknown and, as mentioned earlier, the synthesis of systems in Figs The matrices ( and D are the fundamental matrix and the forced solution of (40), respectively.
Finally, in the special case when the optimal sensitivity is required with respect to the plant parameters only, the state feedback matrix yo-' in (9) is given by (38) and the controller equation (9) takes the form
The detailed form of the system in Fig. 4 is given in Fig. 8 . To synthesize controller (41), the Riccati equation (32) and the two linear equations (33) and (40) must be solved and the sensitivity matrix D must be inverted. To summarize, the computer synthesis of controller (41) consists of the following steps.
1) With y= yo*, 4 = q*, solve the optimal control problem (1) and (2); that is, solve (15) , (16) , and (17) for u*, p*, and x* (that is, y*) at xo = xo*. 2) Using u*, y*, and p*, evaluate the matrices g,,, gm g,, Huy, H;', H,, HY,, H,, and the matrices F,, F,, S,, Q , , 
Qz.
3) Solve (32) for P , in backward time. 4) Solve (33) for P, in backward time. 5) Solve (40) for D, and compute the inverse D-' and the state feedback matrix (38). Steps 2), 3), and 4) can be performed simultaneously, whereby the matrices from step 2) can be generated in backward time. If the second-variation (Newton- Kantorovich) method [lo] , [ 171 is used for the computation of u*, y*, and p* in step l), the matrices in step 2) and P, of (32) in step 3) are known at the end of step 1). The additional amount of calculation needed for the synthesis of the optimally sensitive system in Fig. 8 is then that of steps 4) and 5).
EXAMPLE
To illustrate the procedure for synthesizing optimally sensitive controllers, the speed control for a rotary shear originally treated in [18] is to choose the optimal control u for given nominal q1 and q2, while initial conditions are assumed to be uncertain. In this section, the optimally sensitive control will be determined for uncertain plant parameters q 1 and q2.
The nominal values for the plant parameters are q: = -0.25 and q2 = -0.2. The initial conditions are y?* = 0.75 and y;* = 0.2.
The matrices for the structure of Fig. 6 were computed using a CDC 1 6 0 4 digital computer. Fig. 9 shows a plot of the performance index J as a function of q1 for an optimally sensitive controller, an open-loop controller, and an optimally adaptive controller. Fig. 10 shows a similar set of curves for J as a function of q2.
These curves show that the J for the optimally sensitive controller does not differ from the J for the optimally adaptive controller by more than 1 percent for a fairly wide range of q1 and q2. The nominally optimal open-loop controller is definitely inferior. 
CONCLUSIONS
Optimally sensitive controllers are approximations of optimally adaptive controllers in the sense that the optimally sensitive control matches the optimally adaptive control to first order in the perturbation of initial conditions and plant parameters. The main results of this paper are the method for synthesizing the controller in terms of optimal sensitivity functions and the reduction of the solution for the feedback coefficients in terms of solutions to matrix Riccati equations and sensitivity equations. The numerical results for the synthesis of an optimally sensitive control for a rotary shear, as an example, shows that the performance index is close to the optimal for a fairly large range of plant parameter values.
If the number r of uncertain parameters is less than the number s of state variables, an r x r submatrix of the sensitivity matrix can be taken as c r . Of course, the existence of the inverse of this KT is still assumed. If the dimension of q is larger than that of y , the matrix 0 -may be regarded as the PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, AUGUST 1968 pseudo-inverse of cr [19] . Instead of using a pseudo-inverse, the method of Werner and Cruz [8], [9] can be applied.
Enough dynamic elements (for example, integrators) are added to the plant so that the dimension of the augmented state is equal to the dimension of q. Since there are numerous ways of augmenting the state, the synthesis becomes very flexible. In this most general case the question of how to choose the most appropriate augmentation remains for further investigation.
